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In this paper I will address some of the challenges that contemporary art and artists from 

Latvia encounter in the globalized art world. The paper is based on my experience as a co-

curator of North by Northeast, Latvian national participation in the 55th International Art 

Exhibition of Venice Biennale, which was open to the public from June to November, 2013 in 

Venice, Italy.  

The pavilion of Latvia showcased newly commissioned works by two Latvian artists: 

Kriss Salmanis (b. 1977) and Kaspars Podnieks (b. 1980). Both artists in their work engage in a 

dialogue with the past by evoking and also subverting concepts that have been essential for 

Latvian art from its beginnings in the 19th century through the interwar years as well as during 
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the Soviet period. This dialogue questions national identity of a country whose status has been 

shifting, unstable, and always marginalized.  

Both artists Podnieks and Salmanis in their new work talk about location and dislocation, 

about instability, about being uprooted and removed from one’s native land, about the uncertain 

identity of an individual or even the whole nation.  

In Kaspars Podnieks’ photographs we meet the residents of Drusti parish, a small rural 

community in northern part of Latvia.  

Formally, the photographs appear to be rather ordinary portraits, but a sudden rupture 

challenges our expectations for the genre, as we notice that the farmers have been displaced, 

uprooted from their land, physically lifted high above the roads they walk and the landscape they 

see daily.  
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A friend of mine who saw some of Podnieks’ photographs for the first time, asked me – 

“are they dead?” They are not, but indeed, the production process of Podnieks’s photographs 

might suggest the notorious Victorian post-mortem portraits where the recently deceased were 

carefully propped up in upright position for their last photograph to be taken. Postures of these 

figures often appear unnatural, not unlike the ones in Podnieks’s photographs. After all, it is 

highly unnatural (and physically uncomfortable) for people to find themselves balancing on a 

tiny platform more than five meters above the ground for their picture to be taken.  

Thus the farmers of Drusti are photographed on the background of their own farmsteads, 

in the most familiar and most ordinary settings of their everyday life. At the same time, they are 

dislocated, physically removed from these settings. They are at home, yet they are not. The 

viewer is also dislocated, as the camera is lifted above the ground to the same height as the 

sitters. The farmers are elevated above their land, which also embodies their means of production 

and capital. They are heroically singled out, in a position where they could be overlooking their 

property, exercising their power over it, being in control, like the archetypal conquerors of 

nature.1  

On the other hand, their uncomfortable poses as well as the physical removal of the stable 

ground under their feet reveal a well-hidden tension and insecurity. This momentary bodily 

dislocation provokes that uncanny feeling of not belonging and estrangement.  

The artificial nature of the setting is made obvious, yet at the same time it is hidden – you 

may as well never notice that the figures are not actually standing on the ground. The artist is 

going to great lengths to censor and conceal the mechanism that he himself has invented and 

constructed for lifting people up in the air. The production set is arranged in a way that the body 

of a sitter completely obscures the hoisting apparatus below. The optical rules of perspective are 
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employed for presenting an exciting illusion that covers up something that cannot be discussed 

openly. The labor is what has been hidden away, one might suggest. 

The installation by Kriss Salmanis also introduces a sense of dislocation and instability.  

A tree is removed from its original picturesque setting, the Latvian countryside 

landscape, turned upside down and set in constant swaying motion. The uprooted tree serves as a 

trace of the desperate struggle of a small and economically troubled country, fatigued by massive 

unemployment rates and emigration of its workforce. The removal of one tree also hints at the 

immense removal of whole forests in Latvia, where the regular patches of wood felling sites 

disfigure and deform the rural landscape.  

That landscape, and forest views in particular, was a hallmark of the pictorial 

construction of the Latvian national identity in the late 19th – early 20th century, and now 

landscape is most often translated into capital. An inversion of “up” and “down” and confusion 

between the animate and inanimate mobilizes a discussion about instability and sense of loss.  

The notion of dislocation in these works reflect some of the larger issues concerning 

cultural identity of Latvia, Latvians, and Latvian artists that have been explored throughout the 

20th century. One of these issues has always been tied to the country’s marginal position in the 

politicized geography of Europe. The national identity of Latvians has always been dependent on 

someone else who has more power, on someone else’s perspective and placement of a center. In 

addition, significant shifts have taken place during the 20th century in terms of the geopolitical 

position of Latvia in relation to these centers, thus undermining the self-definition of Latvians 

and provoking a constant insecurity and doubt. 

For instance, after Latvia (together with Lithuania and Estonia) was annexed to the Soviet 

Union after World War II, the country became the westernmost borderland of the Soviet Union.  
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Latvia became a perfect embodiment of the imaginary West for many Soviet citizens because the 

cultural milieu of the Baltic countries remained distinctly European, unlike that of Russia and the 

rest of the U.S.S.R.2 Latvia was marginalized, but mostly in a positive way – as a more cultured, 

more developed region in comparison to the rest of the Soviet Union.  

The point of reference radically shifted after the collapse of the Soviet Union and when 

Latvia regained its independence in 1991. Especially after the country joined the European 

Union in 2004, Latvia has paradoxically found itself on the north-easternmost border of the 

European Union, and has become an epitome of an equally imaginary Eastern Europe – 

marginalized again.  

This marginalization has been negatively perceived by Latvians as denigrating, because 

there is not and never has been anything particularly “Eastern” in Latvian culture. This radical 

shift of the imaginary political identity of Latvia creates profound confusion for Latvians 

themselves, and this confusion and instability manifests itself in the works by Podnieks and 

Salmanis that express that tension between location and dislocation, triggered by the ideological 

implications of politicized geography.  

 Such issues become especially urgent in cases like Venice biennale which is an 

international exhibition of contemporary art that is based on national participations. The artists 

chosen to exhibit in these national pavilions are expected to take part in the construction of 

national identities, to represent the difference and uniqueness of their home country in the 

language of visual art, even though the whole idea of a national state is outdated. Art historians 

and other scholars have been talking about the crisis of the nation state and introduced such 

terms as “transnationalism” to approach the current state of matters. For example, art historian 

Terry Smith has been talking about the “transnational turn” and argued that “Individual citizens, 
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entire social formations, and international organizations have come to realize that we are all 

living in a condition of permanent transition, and moving toward uncertain, unpredictable 

futures.”3  

But still, Venice biennale requires a national participation and by doing so mobilizes 

questions that have not been resolved. A major question then is: what is “national identity” in 

Latvian art? What is and what can be “Latvian” in Latvian contemporary art?  

National identity is produced by juxtaposing “myself” with the “others,” in a constant 

comparison with somebody else. The construction of national identity in this case equals to the 

construction of difference. Considering a broader art historical discourse on cultural difference, 

the Latvian case does not easily fit into the most discussed understanding of difference and the 

other – we are not non-western, we are not non-white, we are not non-European. Then how to 

define our difference? For audiences in the west, we want to make sure that we are not perceived 

as Russian. For audiences in Russia and other post-soviet countries, we want to make sure that 

we are not perceived as Germans. So many negations and nothing positive to mark our 

difference. Artists are as confused as everybody else, or even more.  

My argument then is that one of the markers of difference for Latvian cultural identity 

historically has been the emphasis on the rural lifestyle and closeness to nature.  

The rural lifestyle and its attributes have been praised in Latvian art since the first 

generation of professional Latvian artists in the late 19th century. Most artists of this generation 

came from peasant background, and they turned to familiar and nostalgic subjects in their art.  

Janis Rozentals, one of the founding fathers of the Latvian professional art in the late 19th 

century, paid much attention to genre scenes of peasant life. 
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The untouched, natural landscape has been an important element in building the Latvian 

national identity in the late 19th – early 20th century, and views of forests and woodlands were a 

prominent hallmark of paintings by Vilhelms Purvītis, a major Latvian painter of the era and 

founder of the Art Academy of Latvia, the alma mater of both Kriss Salmanis and Kaspars 

Podnieks.  

During the interwar years when Latvia enjoyed the first two decades of its independence, 

artists continued to emphasize the rural lifestyle. In this period, the subject was closely linked to 

a particular work ethic that is expressed in Latvian folksongs dainas where such tropes as “labor 

elevates” or “greatness comes through labor” are ubiquitous.4 In the 1930s, these tropes were 

escalated into a glorification of agricultural labor, which in its turn contributed to the economic 

success of the new state in circumstances where its agricultural production was highly demanded 

in the international marketplace.5   

Besides, it is also interesting to note that many Latvian artists during the first republic 

studied and worked in Paris, Rome, Berlin and other centers of European culture, and their works 

of this period reflect the current trends and formal innovations of the avant-garde movements 

that they had encountered. Yet in terms of content Latvian artists often chose a subject matter 

that was locally specific, related to the traditional rural lifestyle.  

Furthermore, also during the Soviet rule many Latvian artists chose similar subjects. For 

instance, the painting Masters of the Land by Latvian painter Edgars Iltners is considered to be 

the epitome of the so-called severe style of painting that flourished under the Soviet regime in 

the years of Khrushchev’s Thaw, after the downfall of Stalinism and the dogmatic Socialist 

Realism.  
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These robust and energetic figures of agricultural workers striding across a crop field 

suggest a celebration of masculinity that was embedded not only in the Soviet ideology of man’s 

unlimited power over nature but also had a resonance in Latvian mindset where these figures can 

be seen as the archetypal conquerors of nature, the real masters – owners – of the land.  

I would agree with the prominent Latvian art historian Aleksis Osmanis who, writing on 

the oeuvre of Edgars Iltners, has noted that Iltners used to work in time when “the national 

artistic tradition was not yet something indecently provincial like muddy [boots] on the parquet 

floor of cosmopolitanism.”6  

Metaphorically speaking, both Latvian artists in the pavilion of Latvia were stepping with 

their muddy boots on the sophisticated marble floors of the palazzos of Venice. From one 

perspective, their works can be seen as continuation of their local artistic lineage, and from 

another they are also subverting the legacy of the previous generations of artists and providing a 

critical comment. 
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For instance, we encounter immobilized, static and uncomfortable figures in photographs 

by Podnieks, which are almost the exact opposite to the dynamically marching figures in the 

painting by Edgars Iltners. Besides, the men in Iltners’ painting are striding across the field, their 

muddy boots almost part of the land itself, whereas in Podnieks’ photographs the figures are 

removed from the land.  

 

Similarly, Salmanis refers to the same natural landscape that Vilhelms Purvitis celebrated 

in the early 20th century. However, instead of the stable, monumental, and heroic trees that we 

see in Purvitis’ painting, the tree in Salmanis’ installation is unstable, anti-monumental and 

antiheroic. It appears to be dismembered, it is turned upside down, and artificially set in an 

unnatural motion by a complicated mechanism in an almost Kafkaesque manner.  
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In addition, these works of both artists are extremely labor-intensive, and their production 

was time-consuming and sometimes even dangerous. Yet the artists have chosen to hide the 

labor. Disturbing visions of anxiety, disorientation, and displacement are carefully concealed 

behind the polished and well-designed surfaces of the works.  

Most likely this is not a coincidence. Strong work ethics can turn into an oppressive and 

obsessive concept, especially in a period of economic downfall and identity shift. For instance, 

such kind of demanding work ethic does not allow much room for leisure. Labor is virtue; being 

idle can only bring guilt and anxiety of not being useful and productive. Leisure equals laziness, 

which is the source of all vice, according to Latvian folksongs and the unwritten but ubiquitous 

laws of Latvian work ethic. Podnieks and Salmanis also operate under the influence of these 

overwhelming laws.  

Being an artist (which is basically useless) can be justified only in case if the production 

of art looks and feels just like real labor. This labor for art’s sake, however, is a moment of self-

reflection, a disruption in the series of purposeful agricultural activities, a pause in an otherwise 

productive workday that mirrors the ultimate end of all activities.  

Questions related to troubling instability and uncertainty of identity, self-oppression and 

self-fashioning resonate throughout North by North-East.   

On the one hand, both artists construct national identity very much in tune with the artists 

of previous decades starting already from the first generation of professional Latvian artists who 

emerged in the 19th century who turned towards the countryside whenever they wanted to say 

something about their national identity, their uniqueness and difference.  

On the other, both artists featured in the Latvian pavilion subvert this legacy thus 

challenging this identity which earlier was expressed as stability, appreciation of nature, and 
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close connection with your land. North by North-East does not openly criticize, unmask, or 

revolt, as well as it does not offer an escape route into a visionary rural Arcadia. By means of 

building up this uncanny sense of alienation and estrangement, Podnieks and Salmanis express 

their concerns about identity and self-fashioning of an individual, a community, a small nation. 

But unlike the previous generations of artists, instead of affirming, they question it. 
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